
SLUG Minutes 10/15/2018 
 
Attendees: Tom Lindahl, Susan Keefe, Mark Kormondy, Jaymie Lynn Lacina, Scott Morgan, Alex 
Frenette, David McAvity, Andy Corn, Bob Leverich, Matt Lebens, William Ward,  
 
Guests: Dawn Barron, Scott Morgan, James Collins, Entrepreneurship Students 
 
Recorder: Bianca Janssen-Timmen 
 
Meeting started at 3:05pm 
 
Introductions  
 
Native Pathways Program–Culture & Study Room – Dawn Barron 
Dawn Barron came to the SLUG, proposing the designation of room 3126 in Sem 1 to the Native 
Pathways Program (NPP), as meeting, study, sewing, and/or workshop space for students, workshops, 
events, study groups, etc. Since some meetings are impromptu, they are hard to schedule and it would 
beneficial to the program’s growth to designate the room, as opposed to, keeping it as a schedulable 
space. 
Talking about the possibility to share this room with potential other classes/programs, raised some 
concern, since NPP will have permanent equipment and materials in that room. 
Matt Lebens mentioned that a clear egress/ingress for fire safety has to be ensured and toxic fumes need 
to be circumvented. Dawn agreed to that no fumes will be present at any time and the program will 
make sure, that all doors spaces will be clear at all times. 
Dawn also offered to clean the space. 
 
The SLUG is in favor of designating room 3126 in Sem 1to the Native Pathways Program and 
recommends it to John Carmichael for approval. 
 
K9-Search and Rescue (SAR) Training – James Collins 
For the past seven (7) years, the K9–SAR group came to the college to conduct their annual SAR 
training very successfully. James explained the ideal benefits, such as mixed terrain areas with buildings 
and wooded areas, the college offers for their training. The teams will work around (not in) the buildings 
to simulate a search for dementia subjects which is an increasingly common occurrence. 
Previous trainings went very smooth and were positively received by the Evergreen community.  
The training this year will take place on December 15, 2018 from 8am to 8pm.  
Bianca will inform Police and Conference Services of the group’s presence on campus and Matt Lebens 
will send out a notification to the campus community about the SAR group’s activities. 
 
The SLUG is in favor of the K9–SAR training and would like to recommend it to John Carmichael for 
approval. 
 
Entrepreneurship HUB – Scott Morgan 
Scott Morgan and four (4) of his students came to the SLUG meeting to propose a dedicated shared 
workspace for Entrepreneurship at Evergreen. The entrepreneurship project is broadly envisioned to 
include curriculum, complementary co-curricular support programming, and community partnerships. 



The group feels strongly that this center should be highly visible, dedicated and available for student use 
all day, every day. Functionally, they are looking for a common co-working-like inspirational space, 
within which student-preneurs may congregate, work on their projects, and find necessary resources. 
This will be the center of entrepreneurship on campus, the entrepreneurship hub. 
Scott Morgan and the Students proposed the dedication of classroom 7 in Purce Hall. 
Susan Keefe and the other members of the SLUG were not in favor of this location since it is highly 
booked throughout the year for academic classes. 
The SLUG suggested alternative spaces such as Sem 2, A3116, Sem 2, E2105, and CRC 112. 
The group thought that Sem 2, A3116 would be an ideal location; it would be visible, close to the bus 
loop and Scott Morgan’s office, immediately available, and enough space to house most of the 
envisioned offices.  
 
Scott Morgan agreed to take those suggestions back to the HUB group and discuss those options with 
them. They will come back with their decision and present a more detailed vision for the space they opt 
for. 
 
SLUG Member Composition Discussion – Led by Andy Corn 
The rationale of this discussion is the many changes the College has been experiencing in the last half 
year including the re-organization of the departments. Many of the appointees should be changed, 
updated, or new ones maybe ought to be added. Eventually the concern of the higher purpose of the 
SLUG should also be discussed, recorded and publicized. 
The committee deems it important, as the first step, to review the composition of the members of the 
committee, in order to make fair decisions, by including a wide variety of different campus entities. 
Andy Corn and David McAvity offered to draft a memo to John Carmichael to direct the SLUG in this 
matter.  
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 4:45p.m. 
The next meeting is scheduled for November 19, 2018.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 
 
NPP - Sem 1 – Room 3126 Proposal 



  


